1 1/4" SCH. 40 PIPE OR 1.50" X 1.50" X .188 SQUARE TUBING

LR - P - SERIES WITHOUT COUPLER

MODEL #    DIM. (A)
LR - P - 2  44.50"
LR - P - 3  67.00"
LR - P - 4  89.50"
LR - P - 5 112.00"

DASH NUMBER IS THE NUMBER OF BIKES PER RACK

1.50 X 1.50 X .188 SQUARE TUBE

LR - XP - DOUBLE SERIES WITHOUT COUPLER

MODEL #    DIM. (A)
LR - XP - 2  27.00
LR - XP - 4  49.50
LR - XP - 6  72.00
LR - XP - 8  94.50

DASH NUMBER IS THE NUMBER OF BIKES PER RACK

.375 X 4.00 FLAT BAR (1) PC.

LR - D - SERIES WITHOUT COUPLER

MODEL #    DIM. (A)
LR - D - 2  59.50"
LR - D - 3  89.50"

DASH NUMBER IS THE NUMBER OF BIKES PER RACK

.690" DIA. (3) PLC'S

3rd HOLE CENTERED

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS + / - .250"
SQUARE TUBING IS RECOMMENDED.
DO NOT REPRODUCE WITHOUT WRITTEN
PERMISSION OF CREATIVE PIPE INC.,
OR THE PATENT WORDING.
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